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Abstract: Single nucleotide polymorphisms, frequently called SNPs, are the most common type of genetic variation
among people. They occur normally throughout a person’s DNA and studies show the serious association between
SNPs and disease. Substantial data regarding SNPs is available but specific and detailed information regarding SNPs
and genes related to particular diseases is either unavailable or has to be gathered from several databases. Unlike
other existing SNP databases which fail to produce SNP-disease association or doesn't show related PubMed
references or doesn't give details regarding the SNPs etc., DSD is a manually curated database containing
information regarding SNPs known to cause many diseases. It is the one stop reference for information related to
SNPs where disease can be browsed from a list. Each of the record contains details of SNPs, its related gene name,
gene id, gene symbol, mRNA allele and protein residue change, UniProt ID, reference Pubmed articles and NCBI
assay ID. This database also contains Gene view, variation view and SNP view to provide user a single platform to
retrieve the information related to an SNP associated with that disease. DSD also gives population details. It will be
a unique resource to study SNPs related to many diseases and help the scientific community to carry out the
fundamental research. In the current release, 371 unique SNP entries are included in which data regarding thirty
four types of cancer and five polygenic diseases. The future release of DSD will feature many more diseases such as
genetically predisposed, polygenic and autoimmune. The database can be accessed at www.rasadbsnp.com
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INTRODUCTION
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are
the most common type of genetic variations in
humans, accounting for approximately 90% of
sequence differences at an overall frequency of about
one per 1000 bases. New techniques for identification
of the SNPs in the human population are resulting in an
exponential expansion in finding the known SNPs. The
NIHSNP database (http://www.NCBI.nlm.nih.gov/SNP)
contains approximately 2.8 million cases [2]. It is
predicted that knowing of an individual’s SNP
genotype will provide a basis for assessing
susceptibility to disease and the optimal choice of
therapies. However, a major challenge has been to
understand how and when the variants cause disease.
SNPs in coding regions (cSNPs) and regulatory regions
are most likely to affect gene function. The studies on
SNPs show that each gene contains about four cSNPs.
Of them, half cause missense mutation in the
respective proteins whereas the other half is silent [6]
[4].
The Human Gene Database states that
missense mutations are responsible for almost half of
DNA mutations which are known to cause genetic
disease. These mutations are single causative factors of
rare monogenic inherited disorders. It is believed that
frequent missense mutations arising from cSNPs are

associated with common polygenic diseases such as
heart disease and hypertension [2].
The understanding of the complex disease
biology and their pathogenesis has advanced, thanks
to the insights provided by all the genetic experiments
and their genome wide association studies (GWAS). It
is really important to understand the clinical
significance associated with the diseases rather than
studying its pathogenesis and prognosis [6]. Variability
in prognosis is observed in most complex diseases and
has an impact upon patient well-being to a great
extent. In spite of this, prognosis in most diseases
remains poorly understood and largely unaddressed by
genetic technologies that have provided insights into
disease development. Several studies carried out show
that diseases caused by genetic and environmental
factors leading to SNPs, are the biggest reason for
occurrence of diseases such as Cancer, Alzheimer’s,
Autism etc. and also influence many polygenic
diseases. As a result, several scientists via small
experiments and research projects using high
throughput techniques of microarray expression
profiling compared normal cells and diseased cells. This
comparison led to enormous data generation and
revealed that thousands of genes are expressed very
differently. This revelation has given scientists the
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resources to explore molecular mechanism and identify
the specific genes and SNPs related to a particular
disease for example cancer [3][6][8].
MicroRNAs (miRNA) are recently identified
gene regulators which at abnormal levels can implicate
in all cancer subtypes studied and also many diseases.
MiRNAs tend to bind to the 3’ untranslated regions
(UTR) of their target genes, regions which are
evolutionarily highly conserved. As miRNAs control
functioning of many mRNAs, chances of cellular
transformation and mutation is high, resulting in single
nucleotide polymorphism [7]. Hence the role of miRNA
SNP in diseases like cancer is being identified. For
example miRNA125a, shown to be altered in breast
cancer, has a variant allele at a SNP in the mature
miRNA sequence that decreases expression of this
gene which causes breast cancer. Recent studies have
shown that SNPs disrupting miRNA regulation of genes
can affect the disease predisposition. Hence, there is a
need to identify SNPs which are associated with cancer
subtypes and other diseases [5][9][11].
DSD is a manually curated database which
provides information regarding not all but some SNPs
responsible for causing diseases. Information regarding
the particular SNP, its mRNA sequence and the change
happening, the change in function and the residue can
be searched in this database. As far as our knowledge,
this database is one of its kind which gives information
regarding disease specific genes and their SNPs which
has a clinical significance, provides population details
and PubMed articles establishing the relation. The
other SNP databases such as dbSNP (NCBI), miRdSNP,
SCAN, mtSNP database, CaSNP, DisGeNet, GeneSNPs,
SNPedia, Genetic Association Database ,Japanese SNP
Database, Gene Cards, VnD, DACS-DB, SNP control
database gives details of SNPs for a particular kind of
disease or any SNPs which may or may not have direct
involvement in disease [2][7][10]. Like in DACS- DB
(Disease associated cytokine SNPs database)
(http://www.iupui.edu/~cytosnp),
association
is
established between cytokine related SNPs and
diseases and not all diseases are covered. In short this
database covers a narrow range as opposed to DSD
which provides a wider platform for disease associated
SNPs.
Hence DSD can be useful in collecting
information regarding various types of cancers, their
genes and the SNPs and its information from the same
page. In the current release of the database, we have
collected information related to thirty four types of
cancers and five polygenic diseases which integrates
information regarding the 372 SNPs and related
reference Pubmed articles.
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Data Curation
The data regarding SNPs in the database was
extensively searched and manually curated from online
databases and literature. Presently DSD consists of 372
SNP entries in 39 diseases. The SNP data was retrieved
by giving MeSH search for the disease which
successively gave the list of genes involved in the
disease. The gene data was annotated from NCBI Gene
database. Using the Gene details, related SNPs for the
disease were retrieved by literature mining and manual
curation from Pubmed articles. The SNP data was then
fetched from the NCBI dbSNP database. This process
was repeated for each disease which is included in
DSD. Data was cleaned in order to remove duplicity and
redundancy using Perl scripts. From the data obtained
it was clear that many SNPs were involved in the
pathogenesis of diseases.
Each entry in the database contains details like
Disease, SNP, alleles responsible for the alteration,
allele origin, chromosome position, NCBI SNP Assay Id,
NCBI Reference Sequence Id, Clinical Significance,
Validation Status, Pubmed Id and article name,
Population, P Value of the SNP. Gene information like
Gene Symbol, NCBI Gene Id, Gene Name, Chromosome
number, Gene Position, Function, mRNA Position,
mRNA allele Change,
Protein position, Protein
Residue change, mRNA Accession number, Protein
Accession number and Uniprot ID. The information
regarding the type of study i.e. “In vitro”, “In silico”
and “Suspected” (the SNPs suspected to cause that
disease) were duly noted in tabular format along with
their respective Pubmed IDs. DSD also contains gene
view, variation view and SNP view for the respective
SNP and gene entry.
Database Implementation
The Disease SNP Database is a java based
database. It uses JSP as front end and MySQL as back
end, a relational database management system. All
data in database is inserted from excel sheet using SQL
queries. The public user interface read from the
database and there is no intermediate database for
links provided in interface. All external links are
synchronized with the DSD database entries. It also
gives the external link for references along with its
paper which will be displayed in reference tab.
As mentioned earlier the current version of
DSD contains data about 173 genes, 372 SNPs, 39
Diseases and 607 references. Following two graphs
describes the exact distribution of the available data in
the database.
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Table 1: The summary of data fields covered in each
entry of DSD
SNP Details
Disease name
NCBI SNP ID
Population
Gene Symbol
Chromosome Number
Allele
Clinical Significance
Study

NCBI Assay ID
ChromosomePosition
Allele Origin
Validation Status
P Value

mRNA and Protein Details
mRNA Accession Number
mRNA Position
Allele Change
Function
Protein Accession Number
Protein Position
Residue Change
Uniprot Id

position, residue change. Other information regarding
function of the allele change and orientation of SNP to
chromosome will also be exhibited depending on the
user search query. If the user wishes to know more
regarding how a particular gene is associated with
disease then, he can click on the reference Pubmed ID
shown on the result page. Along with the information
displayed related to query, user can also visualize the
Ensemble Gene view, NCBI variation and SNP views on
the same page.

Figure 1: This graphs demonstrates the SNP distribution
in the diseases included in the DSD
Figure 3: Picture montage of simple search performed in DSD
using the disease name “Lung Cancer”. This image shows the
expected output generated by DSD and how it is
represented.

Figure 2: This graph represents the Gene and SNP
distribution in diseases included in DSD

In the advance search, the user can search
using very specific criteria. This criterion asks the user
to specify the query. The fields include disease name,
chromosome number, gene symbol and population.
The user will have the choice of including or excluding
these four fields by choosing the options “and” and
“not” thus customizing the search and the expected
result. See figure 4 for search query flowchart.

Accessing the Data
DSD database gives the users two options to
query the database (i) Simple search (ii) Advanced
search.
In simple search the user can search his query
by Gene symbol, NCBI SNP ID, DSD ID and Disease
name. The result page will display information
regarding the unique DSD IDs given to the SNP entries.
Also, disease name NCBI SNP ID, gene symbol,
Population, P-value, SNP allele and the related
reference Pubmed ID are displayed. Clicking the DSD ID
link will open further details about the SNP i.e. gene
name, gene id, chromosome number and position, SNP
ID, related NCBI assay ID and UniProt ID. It will also
display information regarding mRNA accession ID, its
position, allele change and protein accession ID, its
www.ijbio.com

Figure 4: The picture montage of Advance search performed
in DSD by using the field’s Disease name “Breast Cancer” and
Chromosome number “1”. This image also displays the
expected output and the search flow.
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Furthermore, an online submission facility has
been provided for the user to add SNP entries which
are related to diseases like cancer, diabetes etc. This is
possible by filling up an online data submission form
whose link can be seen on right hand upper corner on
the home screen. The form asks for basic details such
as disease name, Gene ID, Gene symbol, NCBI SNP ID
and Pubmed ID along with the user’s personal
information. After the user adds required information
with specified fields (the fields with star are
mandatory), the database would be updated after
validating the uploaded data.

Figure 4: This is the image of the data submission form
available on DSD

DISCUSSION
Although there is a lot of information acquired
the SNPs and the mutations causing diseases, which
has been documented in a great detail in scientific
literature and textbooks and even online resources, but
there is no one database which establishes a clear
relationship between a SNP and a disease. Large
numbers of databases are available online which are
cancer-specific and disease specific like Human Lung
Cancer Database, Flybase, SNP4Disease, CCDB etc. but
they are specific to a particular disease and its genetic
association. SNP details are not very elaborate if at all
its mentioned [1][3][5][8][10]. DSD comprises
information related to diseases which is curated
manually after thorough screening of the genes and
SNPs available in the scientific literature. This gives DSD
an upper hand amongst other databases
The data in the database is represented in a
very systematic format. The user has various search
criteria to make query searching fast, efficient and
easier. The GUI is very user friendly and hence the data
retrieval is easy. By creating DSD, our effort was to
create a database which will provide the user insight
into pathogenesis of many diseases be it cancer,
polygenic or genetically predisposed diseases in quick
and user-friendly way. The DSD is a SNP related
database not a disease database hence the information
obtained will focus more on the molecular part and will
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help the user to get detailed information. DSD creates
a big platform for many diseases like several types of
cancer, diabetes etc wherein all possible information is
available and would contribute largely to the scientific
community in carrying out fundamental research. The
majority of the diseases in DSD are cancer and its
various subtypes (current version). With the help of the
information present in DSD, cancer pathogenesis can
be studied in a better way.
In conclusion, Disease SNP Database (DSD) is a
unique resource for studying and understanding
involvement of SNPs in various diseases. We believe
that, our database can contribute largely to the field of
life science research by providing quick and accurate
information all in one place.
Future Developments
The current version of DSD contains 372
unique SNPs associated to many diseases supported by
Pubmed records. The current release has data
regarding thirty four types of cancer and five polygenic
diseases. The next release of DSD will have information
regarding Obesity, Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD),
Cleft palate, Multiple sclerosis, Cystic fibrosis,
Porphyria, Beta Thalassemia, Phenylketonuria, Canavan
disease, Neuroblastoma, Alzheimer's disease Asthama,
Lupus, Autoimmune Thyroiditis, their SNPs, genes and
the general information regarding them. We estimate
that in approximately one year we plan to update DSD.
Until that time, the current data will be updated on a
regular basis. We propose to add new tools to make
information retrieval and analysis of the obtained data
easier. Our aim is to increase the quality of this
database by providing veracious data and sophisticated
tools.
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